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BUCHANAN ASKS CURB'
ON NEWS NETWORKS
ft;

WASHINGTON, Oct. 29 (AP)
-Patrick J. Buchanan, speech·
writer for President Nixon,
said today that the broadcast
networks have too much pow.
er in United States news reo
porting.
"Every legal and constitu·
tional means ought to be con·
sidered to break up that dom·
inance, in order to spread it
out so that you decentralize
power in this area," Mr. Bu·
chanan said in an interview
on the CBS·TV "Morning
News."
Calling for legislation to al·
low for more competition in
major broadcast reporting, '
Mr. Buchanan added, "That
would be my view, not that of
the Administration."
He said journalists created a
confrontation during Mr. Nix·
on's news conference last Fri·
day night. "The mood was
like Sunday afternoon in the
Tijuana bullring," he said.
Asked for examples of how
the Nixon Administration ob·
jects to the tone of news reo
porting, he said that last December Walter Cronkite of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
had reported claims by Radio
Hanoi of "mass killings" in the
United States bombing of .
Hanoi.
"I think Mr. Eric Sevareid
himself accused President Nixon of mass kiling to end the
killing," said Mr. Buchanan in
a reference to the CBS news
analyst.
Subsequently, Mr. Buchanan
said, "it was reported even
from Hanoi I,SOO people died
there were something
like 1,200 bombing raids,
which works out to about one
person per raid, which hardly
justifies Mr. Sevareid's allegation of mass killings A hundred
thousand people died in the
firestorms in Tokyo, 250,000
'clied in Dresden, 70,000 to so,-,'
000 died in Hiroshima and Nag·
asaki."
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'Pot' Plant
For
Newsprint
:::~
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,,),00require, over 15 years,~~!~
said.
""' ..
University of Florida re"This could definitely'enG
searchers are experimenting the newsprint shortage;!'
with a fast-growing plant Killinger said. "Some
that looks like marijuana, is pany will have to startP"'"
inexpensive and could pro- ducing paper from kenaf i»~
vide a solution to the news- then it should be Oll' ~
print shortage.
road."
"Kenaf could be the bigSome of the paper ma~~
gest thing since we learned from kenaf was used for ...
.. how to make paper from pine news release from the t.nm!'i'
trees" said Dr. Gordon B. ersity of Florida. A ch~
Killi~ger, assistant c h air- cal journal also will ::.»iJ
man 0 f the university's printed on kenaf paper,· ~
Agronomy Department.
linger said.
. ....
"Kenaf resembles mariKillinger said that two t~~.
juana, although it's actually tors are limiting the d.v~ ,
a hibiscus similiar to the opment of kenaf growiJitJ'4
ones that grow so well in the U.S. They are a shorta~
south Florida," ~aid Killin- of seeds and a Florida reghf
ger. "It's native to Africa lation that bans it ~~
and Asia and we're import- the plant is a host for PiOking our seeds from Guate- bollworm, which dama~~.'
mala and El Salvador."
cotton.
.
The crop could produce
The plant has been grli'Wi
five to seven times more at the university since 1957. .;
pulp per year than ~o~ven
.4l11oeiated p;~
tional pine forests, Killmger
said. "One of the unusual
things is that the crop could
b e harvested annually,
whereas pine trees usually
Gainesville, Fla.
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$200:-A-Ton
Newsprint Price::
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Can a d ian
Paper Co., one of CaDadati:
largest newsprint produ~:
said it is increasing its price
to U.S. customers by $25.1if
$200 per ton, effective N~
ember 1.
:
Prices to Canadian cu~
mers will remain at$17i~
the moment. A spokesmaJt,
said he could not comment:
on the differenc'e in pricU:.:":
The company, a whOn.r::;
owned subsidiary of Intern...;
tional Paper of New Yotk~·
has a potential produ~
capacity of 1.2 million toiii:
of newsprint a year. It ~..:
ports about 80 per cent~-it&:
production to the UDfU<r:
States.
',.
The spokesman said
reasons for the increast ~ ';..
elude labor costs as wen as
increases in the cost Q ~
wood, transport, energy ami>:
all other raw materials. :::'
A three-lIlJ)nth strike ....bl
members of the United ~
e r w 0 r k e r s Internat.J.tS'fllt:
union ended Monday at four: .
of the company's five ca;.;;:
adian mills.
If'

Internati~ai:

'-sa

***Tues.,Oct. 16, 1973

High Court Lets Stand
Order on 'Drug Songs'
Washington

The Supreme Cour t ~es
terday declined to. re':lew
a Federal CommumcatlOns
Commission order intended t o curb the b~oadcast
of songs allegedly promoting megal drug use. .

The court, over the obJections of Justices William O.
Douglas and William J .
Brennan Jr.. refused to
weigh the challenge brought
by a group of broadcasters
and radio listeners. .
.
They claimed the order.mter fered with the constItutional guarantee 0 f free
speech.
Led by Yale Broadcasting
Co., the group asked the Supreme Court to review a federal appeals court decision
upholding the FCC order .
Douglas
accused t h. e
court's majority of perfiltting censorship that would
be intolerable if newspapers
were involved. He said government cannot require a
broadcaster to censor music
any more than it can require
a newspaper to censor stories of its reporters.
"Under our system the
government is not to deci~e
what messages, spoken or m
music, are of the proper 'social value' to reach the peopIe." Douglas said.
Brennan gave no reason
for his dissent from the
court's 7 to 2 decision not to
hear the case.
In March, 1971. the FCC
ordered broadcast stations
to make " reasonable" efforts to listen to all records
aired and determine whether the lyrics tended to " promote or glorify" illegal drug
use.
Lawyers fo r the group
challenging the FCC action
sa id the order caused broad-

casters to ban many wellk now n records, including
Bob Dylan's "Mr. Tambourine Man" and the Beatles'
'·Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds." because the lyrics
were open to various interpretations.
They said the FCC emphasis on public interest, a standard for broadcast license

renewal. so unnerved station
owners that they were refusing to play songs even remotely construed to imply
Drug use.
The FCC said that it was
merely reminding b r 0 a dcasters 0 f their longestabli shed duty to operate
in the public interest.
Associll(p.,' p," ....

4
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============================
High Cou~t to Decide if Bank Secrecy Act

I
I

Is Constitutional; Cable-TV Case Docketed
:1

~----------------------------~
BII a WALL 8TRIIIIT lOURNAL Stal! Reporter

WASHINGTON -The :Supreme Court ,agreed
to decide whether the 1970 Bank Secrecy Act is
constituUOJfal.
A lower court has struck down the law's requirements for reporting domestic ' banking
transactions,' but it has upheld the act's record-keeping regulations and its provisions requiring reports of foreign banking trl&Mactions.
' In another case, the high court,agreed to decide whether cable television operators must
pay copyright fees for carrying programs that
originate from ,over-fhe-air ·television stations
in distant cities. In 1968, the ~upreme Court
beld there isn't any copyright liability for
carrying programs that originate in local or
adjacent markets.
The Justices also refused to consider a case
brought directly to the high court by the state
of Georgia, which is challenging President Nixon's impoundment of funds appropriated by
'Congress for highway construction, education
and water-pollution control. Georgia and the
Nixon administration had both urged the high
court to rule on the case directly, without waiting for a lower-court decision, but tb,e request
was opposed by 10 states 'pressing impoundment cases In the lower courts. The high court
is likely to accept one of those cases later in
the term.
In other actions, the Supreme Court also refused to review, and thus left standing:
-A lower-court decision that four big oil
companies violated federal antitrust laws by
conspiring to fix the price of liquid asphalt sold
to two general contractors in Oklahoma. The
"private antitrust suit was brought by Standard
Industries Inc. and Metropolitan Paving Co.
ag<a1nst Mobil Oil Corp., S\llll'8.y-DX Oil Co.,
Kerr-McGee Corp. and Phillips Pe1roleum 00.
Sunray-DX is currently a part of Sun OU 00.
- A lower court decision denying a civil
damage claim that Financial Industri~l Fund
Inc. , Denver, filed under federal securities law

against McDonneU Douglas Corp., St. Louis.
The mutual fund had alleged it lost money on
certain stock transactions In 1966 because
McDonnell Douglas didn't promptly disclose
certain adverse Information about Its earnl,ngs
outlook.
-A lower-court ruling that so-called self-improvement plans sold by a Glenn W. Turner
Enterprises Inc. subsidiary are subject to regulation under federal securities laws. The lower
court granted the Securities and Exchange
Commission's request for a preUmtnary injunction against sale of the plans, pending a final
decision on SEC charges agalnst the company.
-A lower·court ruUng rejecting a challenge
to government findings that Japanese-made
television sets are subject to special Import du- I'
ties under the 1921 Antidumping Act. The lower
court dismissed the case brought by Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., a Japanese TV-set
maker, saying the case was premature because penalty duties hadn't been levied.
-A lower court's ,refusal to vacalte the 1964
jury-tampering conviction of James R. Hoffa,
the former Teamsters union chief whose prison
sentence was commuted by President Nixon I.
last year.
I'

Bank Secrecy Act

The Bank Secrecy Act was adopted by Congress in October 1970 to "reduce the maintenance of appropriate types of records . . .
where such records have a high degree of usefulness in criminal, tax, or regulatory investigations or proceedings." It requires financial
Institutions to maintain customary ledger-card
records for commercial and savings accounts,
pius microfilm of almost aU checks, drafts or
similar inStruments drawn on or presented for
payment or rece1ved for deposit or collection.
The Bank Secrecy Act also authorizes the
Treasury Secretary to subpoena certain of
these records and to share them with other
government agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in connection with specified Inquiries.
n
The cj; had b
.~1Ik!Rl ttY take effect
1/
- ~-!!.~/~
~ =-.~~.~~-f~~~~-~£~;.:~. nt-was held up when the law was
cbaHengeli in separate lawsuits filed by the
American Civil Liberties Union and by the 168member cal1fornia Bankers Association. In
September 1972, a three-judge federal appeals
court panel in San Francisco held two to one
1/
that the law's domestic reporting provisions
are unconstitutional. The panel said those proVisions, along with the Treasury Secretary's
B y a WALL S T REE T JOURNAL Stal! Reporter
subpoena power, violate the right of privacy I ,
WASHINGTON- The Supreme Court agreed guaranteed under the Constitution's Fourth
to decide whether the Federal Power Commls- Amendment.
I~
sion may ease its regulation of rates charged
However, the panel said it didn't find any ;
by small natural-gas producers 'In an attempt constitutional violations in the act's record- :
to stimulate gas exploration.
keeping requirements or provisions covering .1
A lower court ruled · against the commission foreign banking transactions. Both the govern- i
and the high court granted the Justice Depart- ment and those C'hallenglng the act sought high 1
ment's plea to review the decision.
'
court review, urging the Supreme Court to re- ,l
At issue is an FPC procedure, adopted in verse that part of the lower court ruling adlate 1970, permitting small producers to obtain verse to them. The court is likely to ru1e on the
"blanket certificate" covering all existing case later in Its present tenn.
'
and future gas sales. That certificllite would authorize such producers to sell natural gas at Cable Television Case
negotiated contract prices, even if the prices
The cable television case is a copyright inwere higher than area· rate ceilings set by the frlngement action brought by Columbia. Broad·
FPC.
casting System Inc. against TelePrompTer
The certificalte also would relieve small pro- Corp., the nation's largest cable-TV operator. J
ducers of all filing requirements except for an- Essentially, cable TV is a system whereby reg- •
nual reports. The commission defined a small ular television signals are picked from the air
producer as one with sales subject to FPC Ju- by a master antenna, amplified and distributed
risdiction of less than 10 billion cubic 1eet of by cable into the homes of subscrib~rs. The I
gas yearly. The FPC said It was trying to "en- subscribers pay a monthly fee for the service.
courage small producers to increase their exOriginally, cable TV was used mainly for
ploratory efforts, which are so Important to the enbancing TV Signals In poor reception areas.
discovery of new. sources of gas."
But the cable~TV industry has grown substanHowever, the agency's action was chal- Hally in recent years and now, under strict
lenged in court by Texaco Inc., Phillips Petro- FedeT'al OommunioaA:tlons Ocmun1ssion rules,
leum Co. and other big oil companies. In De- eome operators carry both local TV programs
cember 1972, the federal appeals court here set and prog'l'8illls from other dUes -IIO-Called
aside the FPC procedure, saying the agency ddsIlant signals.
had a.bdicated its respo!)S1blllty to insure that
CBS originally filed the suit In December
small producers' rates will be " just and rea- 19M, but the proceeding was delayed in anUci8OMble."
patlon of a Supreme Court decision on another
In urging high court review, the government copyright case that was further along in the
said the case poses a "significant question" lower courts. In 1968, the Supreme Court ruled
concerning the FPC's authority to make "prag- a cable TV system was basically a reception
matic adjustment ... to help alleviate the service and didn't actually "perform" a. proshortage of natural gas which now concerns gram within ·the meaning of the 1909 Copyright
the nation." It said the FPC's action is autho- Ac!t.
rized by a provision of the Natural Gas Act emIn the current case, which resumed in 1969,
powering the FPC to "classify persons and CBS argued certain TelePrompTer systems
matters within its jurisdiction and prescribe provided new functions that weren't present in
different requirements for different classes of the case that led to the 1968 ruling. CBS cited
persons or matters."
such things as the selling of adverUs1ng, the orHow the case might affect other FPC ac- igination of programming and the carrying of
tions Intended to encourage expanded natural- distant signals. A U.S. district court dismissed
gas supplies won't be clear until the court ac- the complaint, but th~ federal appeals court in
tually hands down Its decision, probably later New York ruled that the carrying of distant
this term. It appears likely, though, the out- signals made cable TV systems "functionally
come could have some bearing on one current equivalent" to broadcasters and brought them
legal challenge to t he FPC's "optional-pricing within the Copyright Act.
r
procedure." This permits interstate pipelines
In urging high court review, TelePrompTer
to contract with producers for supplies of said the lower court decision would affect an
"new" gas at prices higher than allowed under estimated 650 cable-TV systems with about 2.3
the FPC area-rate schedules.
million subscribing homes. It said the decision
There's a more tenuous link between the would hurt those systems economically, insmall-producer regulation and another FPC crease litigation and frustrate the FCC's caorder permitting "emergency" free-market ble-TV regulations. CBS also filed a petition
pricing for interstate gas during a 18G-day pe- with the high court, saying that, If the case is
riod this winter. The federal appeals court here taken, the court should also consider such
recently stayed the commission order, but on other issues as cable-TV advertising and progrounds the agency h,adn't followed the Qorrect gram origination. The higb court accepted the
case without comment.
administrative procedure in promulgating it.

]ust;ces to Rul'
If FPCMay Ease
Gas Rate Regulat;on

I:
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Thinking.
Things
Over
L -_ _ _

By VERMONT ROYSTER - - - - - - '

Rights in Conflict
There ,a re many troublesome questions in ,
the Agnew affair but not least among them is
that which arises from the right of the press
to report f,r eely and the r~ght of Mr. Agnew to
a fair hearing of whatever .charges are laid
upon him.
This conflict is difficult enough to resolve
under any cir,c umstances, and here it's made
more so by tile 1!acl.j;hat Mr. Agnew is ·no ord:in8yY eitizen but the Vice President of the
United States. Hence the press feels, and with
good reason, that it not only has a right but a
duty to find out and teU people what's going
on.
Yet t he Vice P~esident contends, and with
much justice, that the constant flow of leaks,
rumors and plain errors published in the
newspapers and broadoast on the ' airwaves
impairs his right to a fair hearing before the
country.
And he goes further. He has subpoenaed
newsmen to force them to tell the source of
these stories, a move which could in turn impair the ability of newsmen to get infotmation
from confidential sources.
Wdth so many rig'hts so entangled, no
thoughtful man in this business of gathering
and publishing ;the news, or of commenting
upon ~t, can escape a discomforted spirit.
Once again we have aconflic-t between the
competing rig'hts of . the First 'a nd Sixth
Amendments to tlle Constdtution, one of which
gual'antees fre-edom of [the press and the other
the right of every citizen, hig'h and low, to a
fair t rial.

. . .'

What makes this all the more painful ds
that while the conflict is real-as are alI conflicts of equal rights - in tthis case it is needless. It would not have arisen ;if those involved had not thought too much of their
rights, too little of ·their responsibiliities and
hardly at al!l of the rights of others.
For example: It any of the subpoenaed
newsmen had information, confidential or otherwise, !bearing on Mir. Agnew's guilt or innocence their testimony should be foI'thcommg. A newsman's plea for blanket immunlity
from bearing wdtness does not set well with
justice.
That, however, Is not the case here. Mr.
Agnew is not seekdng 'e vidence for his trial
but rather casting a net for his political enemies; the questioning wou~d not be done by 11.
grand jury or court but by his own lawye'r s.
This makes it nothing more than harassment
of newsmen, with JJittle regard for their rights
or duties. A conflict, then, that need never
have arisen.
Unfortunately, though, tll!is ds not the only
needIess conflict. Neither the press nor those
in authority come before the bar of public
opinion with exaoUy~lean hands.
A:s matters now stand, Mr. Agnew has
been charged with no crdme. By law and by
the simple canons of jus~ce the proceedings
of tthe grand jury ~e dntended to be secret be,
,c ause lit may find no cause for action.
yet long before the grand jury even began
hearing evidence the news was full of rumors
of whaJt those charges might be, who the witnesses were and eveil wha,t they might say.
The'r e we·r e stories tha:t Mr. Agnew would resign, or that he would ptlead guilty to a 'lesser
charge to escape graver ones-none of these
stories being Iborn out by even s.
There was one report that an assistant attorney gener8Jl had said of Mr. Agnew in advanCe of the grand jury, "We've got the evidence. We've got H cold." So the headlines
flared while explanation foHowed explanation.
The Attorney General ex'p lained that if his
assistant did make the statement he certainly
didn't intend it to be published; other lawyers, unnamed but whoever they are, also officers of -the court, were said to be the sources
of the report.
The ~eportelr who quoted th'e staJtement ex- '
plained that, yes, he didn't himself hear the
remark but heard somebody else say it was
said. Before quoting, second-'hand. such an
obviously prejudicial statement he didn't ask
the assistant attorney general whether in fact
he said it, or under What circumstances.
Now .all these explanations are offered
' if somehow the explanations rectify everything.
They do not. And iIlhe ltrouble begins wLth
1awyers and others in authority whose responsibility it is to see that justice is even-handed,
t hat even the guilty are protected until so adjudged. If there is prejudicia:l publicity, it's
fair to ask where the publicity originates.

as

What makes :this all the more painful ds
that while the conflict is real-as are ali conIDcts of equal rights-in this case i.t is needless. It would not have arisen it those involved had not thQUght too much of their
rights, too little of -their responsibildties and
hardly at ali of the rights of others.
For -example: It any of the subpoenaed
newsmen had information, confidential or otherwise, !bearing on Mr. Agnew's guilt or in:nocence their testimony should be fol'l:hcomling. A newsman's plea for blanket immunity
from bearing wdtness ~oes not set well with
justice.
That, however, is not the case here. Mr.
Agnew is not seekdng evidence for his trial
but rather casting a net for his politics! enemies; the questioning woUld not be done by "8grand jury or court but by his own lawyers.
This makes it nothing more than harassment
of newsmen, with i1dttle regard for Itheir rights
or duties. A conflict, then, that need never
have arisen.
Unfortunately, though, this is not the only
need!J.ess conflict. Neither the press nor those
in authority come before the bar of pubUc
opinion with exactly ¢ean hands.
As matters now atand, Mr. Agnew has
been cha.Tged with DO cDme. By law end by
the simple canons of just'ice the proceedb:!ga
of the grand jury ~ intended to be secret because It may find DO cause for actI.OD.
yet long before the grand jury even ~
hearing evidence the news was full of rumors
of what those charges might be, who the witnesses were and even wha,t they might say.
There were stories that Mr. Agnew would resign, or that he would plead guilty to a lesser
charge to escape graver ones-none of these
stories b~ Iborn out by even s.
There was one report that an assistant attorney geneI'8Jl had said of Mr. Agnew in advance of the grand jury, "We've got the evidence. We've got 101 cold." So the headlines
flared while explanation foNowed explanation.
The Attorney General explained that if his
assistant did make the -statement he certainly
didn't intend it to be published; other lawyers, unnamed but whoever they are, also officers of the court, were said to be the sources
of the report.
The reporter who quoted the staJtement ex- '
plained that, yes, he didn't himself hear the
remark but heard somebody else say it was
said. Before quoting, second-hand, such an
obviously prejudicial statement he didn't ask
, the assistant attorney general whether in fact
he said it, or under What circmnstances.
NOW ,a:ll these explanations are offered as
' if somehow the explanations rectify everything.

They do not. And lIbe II::rouIble !begin8 wI.th
lawyers and others in authority WhoSe responsibility it is to see that justice is even-handed,
that even the guilty are protected until so adjudged. If there is prejudicial publicity, it's
fair to ask where the publicity originates.

• • •

Yet if there is woe unto lawyers, the press
too cannot escape a whipping. This is not a
case where any scandal is being buried. In
due time an indictment will be made or not, a
conviction won or not. The question raised is
whethe
ople's
-t
em races
a righ to ev~ mor, gossif, or hearsay con..
versation regarcne5s of how prejUdiCial i1'
may be to justice.
There are some who think so. One editor of
The Washington 'Post has remarked that "the
pursuit of liberty often requires a price" an
that includes sometimes making a fair trial
impossible. "So some guy has trouble getting
a fair trial ... by the pursuit of the First
Amendment. So be it."
But that view fits oddly with our tradition
that the rights of liberty belong to each man
individually, even to prisoners in the dock,
and not to some collective entity called the
government or the press. It surely doesn't fit
that canon of journalism which calls for a
'~OllS re~m" f0t.J!!!....rights of all def

.

Free speech may give a sheriff the right to
say he's got the goods on that wretch lodged
in jail. His responsibility is otherwise. A reporter may have the right to quote the sheriff.
He does not escape his responsibility it justice
thereby goes amiss.
So there's enough blame to' go around. Too
many people have forgotten that with every
right there is a concomitant obligation. The
obligation of police authorities and of lawyers
is to due process, to do or say nothing extralegal however deserved they think it may be . .
The obligation of the press is to both honesty
and justice, the one no less than the other.'
Words may break no bones but they can do
men grievous injury.
It's true that liberty rests upon fundamen·
tal rights, a word much upon our tongues. It's
also true that it requires self-restraint in exercising what we may have a "right" to do,
lest in exercising one we trample upon .another.
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Publisher of New Haven Papers
Buys Gannett'. Hartford Times
Sproi&l to The New York Tim ..

NEW HAVEN, Oct. 10 - The
Hartford Himes was sold today
l?y the Gannett Company for
S!! million to the Register Pub·
JiSlalng Company of New Haven
J)Ubtishers of The New Hauen
Register and The New Haven
Journal·Courier.
The a,!nounc~en.t of the
sale was made JOIntly by Paul
Miller, chairman of the Gannett
Company's bo.ard; Allen .H.
Neuharth, presldent and chIef
executive for Ganne~t, and
Lionel S. Jackson, president of
the ~egister Publishing Com·
pany and publisher of the two
New Haven paperoS.
For Mr. Jackson, the deal
represents triumph in a long
feud with members of his fam·
i1y who hold interests in the
Register Publishing Company
but who were unable by court
action to block the purchase of
the ailing Times.
Richard Jackson criticized
the purchase of The Times as
"inane" and sa;id that he and
others who had opposed it
would continue to fight to get
control of the Register Publish·
ing Company from his brother
Lionel.
For the Gannett Company.
which is based in Rochester.
N. Y.. the loss will probably
not be heavily felt. The group
is the largest in the country,
with 52·daily. newspapers in 15
states and Guam. Gannett still
has agreements to buy four
more papers in three states.
The Hartford Times, an eve·
ning paper, has long been los·
ing circulation.
.
Nine years ago The Times
led The Hartford Courant, a
morning paper• . in ci~culati?n.
Now The Times's Circulation
is believed to be 134.000, which

the Courant exceeds by more
than 30,000.
In his statement, Lionel Jack.
son said he contemplated no
major immediate changes in
the operation of The Hartford
Times, and no immediate
changes in the staff.
"We wish to rely on the en.
thusiasm and skJII of the pres.
ent statfs in botn clties to join
together to make The Times,
The Register and The Journal.
Courier the outstanding news.
papers in Connecticut," he said.
~.....,......._ _ __ ~_

THE NEW YORK TIMES, TH

I.

~V: Impr~ssive Start for A.B.C. News IClose··U p'
By .JoaN I. O'CONNOR
with Harry Reasoner and
It's no secret in television Howard K. Smith has
that a good news orpniza- aclUeved competitive status
tion is a major factor in With Walter Cronkite ~n
achieving and maintaining a C.B.S. and John Chancellor on
good image, on all levels, N.B.C. Tonight at 9, again
from the 'local station to the witb Av Westin as executive
national network. The Co- Ct~~~~se~J:;1": :::~f
lumbia Broadcasting System monthly hour-long specials
and the National Broildcutinl aimed at making the network
Company have known that even more broadly competifor years. The news specials tive.
may not aet the largest audienees, but they demand noThe series is off to an untice and, . when effective, usually impressive start with
•
"West Virginia-Life, Liberty
generate prestige.
Now the American Broad- and .the Pursuit of Coal." J?ro.
duced, written and directed
oastmg company is starting b St h
Fl ' h
th
y ep en else man, e
a major effort In the news
arena. With Av Westin as . documentary takes a look at
executive producer, the net- the power th~t a single group
work's nightly news edition of industrialis.ts~oal produc-

The result Is • prosram
stuffed with information. far
too much to recount in the
space of this review. The real
point is that the over-all style
and format is encouragingly
toup and unblinking. It is
also fair. Coal companies
with good and cooperative
records are also named. Comand Government offiThe program, thoroughly pany
documented, belins with a cials are givenu an opportunity to present their sides
.
f
inted
tI
senes 0 po
ques ons, (many declined to appear on
establishing the basic style camera). And tonight's proof future editions of "Close- !fam ends with an updatUp." 'Names are named. Since ing, including the news that
November, 1968, when an explosion in one 01 its mines Pittston has finally paid at
killed 78 men, the ConlOlida- least a few thousand dollars
of its fines.
t!on Coal Comp!'"y has been
It the degree or solid imfm~d S2.8-milhon by the
• Umted States Bureau of , pact in tonight's program is
:ss:::=::
!'!!!!!!!==~~!!!m:ll!!_.,.=_g~=[I;:lI:;;:I======: . Mines and bas paid less than maintained, A.B.C. is inevitably going to teel the beat
half. Why?
pressure from powerful
Since 1969 the Pittston of
. Coal Company, builder of a interest groups. Can the network take it? Mr. Westin is
mak.,hift dam that burst in completely
The
1972 and killed 125 people, network. he optimistic.
says, is comhas been assessed more than mitted
to 12 monthly editions
.S2-milIion in fitles and hal
of "Close-Up," budaeted at
p'&id nothing. Why?
, After the 1972 dilUter, the SISO,ooo a program. Sponsors
Governor of West Virginia have been predictably shy, if
promised that all such exist- not invisible, but Elton Rule,
mg dams would be drained president of A.B.C., has given
dry, but A.B.C. cameras Mr. Westin a fuJI VGte of
found them undralJled just conftdence.
Mr. Westin has assembled
two an4 a halt molltbs aJO.
a new produ~on staff. Some,
Why?
The rlst of the hour dOle- including Marlene Sanders,
Iy examines ' eaoh questibn. were already with A.B.C.
with helicopter tours of the News. Others arrive wlttl exareas in question, camera cellent investigative credits:'
shots of official documents, Martin Carr, formerly of
recitations 01 facta and sta- C.B.S. and N.B.C.; 'Paul Alttistics aftd interviews with meyer, of Westinghouse
the powerless and the pow- Broadcuting; Pamela Hill, of
erfuiI, including Roprs C... N.B.C;: Phil Lewis, of C.B.S.,
Morton, SecretMy of the In- and Brit Hume, former ass0terior, who is confronted ciate of Jack Anderson and
with questiOll8 about slicll autbor of ''Death in the
things as the fact that bit Mines." Mr. Hume and Jim
brother i. on the board of Kincaid are the reporters for
I Pittston Coal.
this evening's eumjnation fill
"'"""'===
=="'===-- - - - ' . coal milling.
On paper, tbeD, A.B.C'-.
Initial commitment is impressive. ADd the first edition of
"Clo....Up.. is jmpressive. 'The
series, more precisely the development ot the series over
the next several months, demands close attention. If it's
effective, ttle A.B.C. competition could be the be,t thing
to happen to TV news in
years.
ers-wields in a single state.
-West Virginia~d finds
it highly questionable, coneluding that "those with the
power to enforce the laws
have fallen short, and those
with the power and the duty
to abide by the laws have
.bSl~ghentedeith
...er unwilling or short-

1
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Press maps plan to block Agnew on sources
would not even confirm they
cations to resist the subhad been served - in line poenas ," sa i d Newbold
WASHINGTON - Law - with U.S. District Judge Noyes, editor of the Washyers for eight major news Walter E. Hoffman's order ington Star-News. 'We are
gathering organizations and to remain silent.
now involve4 with our attorthe Justice Department laid
, neys to discuss the proper
their strategy yesterday for
But executives of the pub- ~trategy."
resisting V\ce President Spi-. lications and television net1'0 T. Agnew's legal attempt works were unanimous in
.Joseph A. Califano Jr.,
to track down the sources of vowing they would refuse to
news leaks about his crjm- divulge their reporters' con- Washington attorney for the
W. shington Post and Newsnal investigation.
fidential sources under the week Magazine, was b a c k
first amendment guarantee at work in his office yesterNone of the lawyers in- of freedom of the press.
da after conferring Friday
vol ved would comment on
the subpoenas served Friday
"We are going to take a wi h lawyers for other sub- the Justice Department course along with other pub- po .naed news organizations.
United Press

The Post quoted an unnamed legal source as saying that Hoffman's extraOl':dinary plan to be present
when Agnew's attorneys attempt to take sworn depositions next Thursday raised
the possibility that any reporters who refused to identify their sources might be
held in contempt

York Daily News, Time and
Newsweek magazines, and
the CBS and NBC networks.

They were instructed to
appear a t U.S. District
Court in Baltimore Thursday morning with "all writings and other forms of rec- ~
ords, including 'drafts ," related to their communications with government emIn addition to the Post and ployees, or anyone having
Star-News, subpoenas were contact with them, about an
served on reporters for the investigation of Agnew for
New York Times, the New possible tax, bribery, extol'-

~!"t:l"t:dr
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tion and conspiracy violations.
Subpoenas also were reported served at the Justice
Department. The recipients '
were believed to include Attor n e y General Elliot L.
Richardson, Assistant Attorney General Henry E. Petersen and U.S. Attorney
George Beall, who is heading the federal investigation
of alleged political corruption in Maryland

New pressures
on reporters
Examiner Services

stanc,es,

WASHINGTON - The attempt by lawyers for Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew to
compel newsmen to disclose
their sources of information
has revived interest in legislation to prevent such action.
'

In rec,ent weeks, private
negotiations within the media have indicated growing
support for Kastenmeier's
bill, and he said last week
he f.eels encorn-aged enough
to present it to the full Judiciary Committee later this
month.

Bills that would give newsmen the right to refuse to
disclose their sources have
been lying idle for months in
House and Senate com'mittees, but efforts to move
them can now be expected.

Bre

Eight reporters who wrote
stories about the grand jury
investigation of Agnew have
been order.ed by Agnew's
lawyers to bring their notes
and any other records that
would disclose their sources
to the federal courthouse in
Baltimor,e Thursday. Th e
newsmen are expected to resist the order.
The prospect of a major
legal battle over the rights
of a fr,ee press prompted
Sen. William Proxmire
(D-Wis.) , yesterday to call
for prompt action on legislation to protect newsmen's
sources.
And Rep. Jerome R. Waldie (D-Antioch, Calif.) ,
urged House action, saying
the subpoenas served on the
newsmen by Agnew's lawyers were designed to intimidate the press .
Propnire is co-sponsor of
a bill that has' been before
the Senate Constitutional
Rights SUbcommittee since
March 8, ' with no action having been taken on it.
"Any reporter worth his
salt is going to refuse to reveal his sources and will
probably face contempt proceedings," said Proxmire.
"That in turn could force the
issue in the U.S. Supreme
Court, which in the past has
been reluctant to uphold outright the fundamental journalistic ethic to protect news
sources ,who want such protection."
'.
It was a 5~4 decision of the
Supreme Court i n June,
1972, holding that newsmen
had no constitutional right to
refuse t 0 disclose their
sources, that led to the introduction of the bills, now,
pending III the -H ouse ~and
Senate.
The court invited Congress
to provide protection for
new s men through legisla-,
tion, if it felt such protection
desirable, and there was an
early surge or support for
the bills by the ne ws media.
It soon developed, however, that the absolute protection desired by much of the
media had little chance of
passage in Congress and .enthusiasm for the legislation
wanedi
Last June a House Judiciary subcommittee headed
by Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeir (D-Wis.), approved a
bill that would grant absolute protection against disdosrn-e of news sources to
grand juries or other investigative bodies, but would permit disclosure at the trial
stage under limited circum-
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By Lynn Groh
Since July a contrrlVersial
. organ izat bn named the Natbn al News Council hs existed
for the purpose of listen ing to
individuals and grou ps who
ha ve complaints about the
news media .
Mamaroneck has suppl ied
the head listener" Will iam B.
Arthur . NNC ex e cut i ve
director and former editor of
the now defunct Look magazine. Arthur says that so far
no olle has com pIa ined of anything to justify calling the organization's grievance committee into sess bn for a hearilg .
The NNe has a second missioll. to hear complaints from
news organ izat (jns or persons
in such organ izat ions concerning attempts to restr ict them
in the ga thering and di sseminatit'n of news . To date there
hav e becn none of these. either. Arthur said .
HE IS CONVINCED, however . th at NNC will serve a useful pur p 0 s e when the
publ i(' becom es aware or it. He
has spent a cons iderable part
of th e weeks s inc e his appo intment 3S executive director f illin!:: speak ing engagelll nts des igncd to let people know that
NNC is there .
In November Arthur will
face \ 'hat probably will be one
of ' h s toughest aud icnces. the
nat ion :ll convent ion in Buffalo
of Sigma Delt:! Chi . profess ion a I journal is m soc iety
\\hich hl' headed in 1969.
Th l' jOl'f pali sts are far from
I()1J Iwr (T nt ill fa VOl' of the
NNe . st.lrt ing wi th their current pre.>ide nt. Will i:lill Pay('tte (.f B o~lo n . 11'110 h;; s call d
) the C () ~ IlC il " d3ngefll lls" to
. 0 - _. . . . ._ _.:...
f.r.1'ed" 'J1 of the Dress.

r

fen

o THE R LRITICS have
ca\led the NNC •.a sn eak attempt at press regulation" and
" a handy appartus to intensify
external control " over journalism. The New Yor!, Times
has refused to have an yth ing
to do with it . and an Arizona
newspa;:>er pa id for a two-column . p age -length ad ve rt isment in the trade publication
Editor and Publisher. blasting
the NNC as a " self-anointed
do-gooder. "
There have been supporters.
too . Th, ~ Publ ic Broadcast ing
Servic e.
Columbia
Broadcasting System and
Christian Science Monitor
have been enthusiastic about
NNC .
And desp ite any reservations they may have. 8 of the
13 largest " national suppl iers"
of news for the press an~ telev ision have sa Kl they will coo-

WII.LlAM B. ARTII UR

e
perate with the press counc iI.
four have not taken a stand.
and only the New York Time
News S e r vic e has turned
thumbs down.
ARTHUR DOES NOT share
the censorship fears vo i:ed by
some ctitics. However. he
feels that demonstratbn . not
debate, w ill quiet those fea rs .
The counc il has no disciplinary powers. must rely on
publ i::ity to rect ify gr ievances
it finds justif ied.
A study by a task force appointed by the Tw entieth Century Fund led to establ ishment
of the news council . The study
showed th at the news med ia
had suffered a loss of " cred ibility" and at the same time
e!forts to curh prcss frectlom
have increased .
OTHER FACTOHS might
have contr ibutcd but Arthur
said a basic cause for attacks
on th e press in recent years most notably exrrnplif ied by
V ice Pres ident Spiro Agnew is that " we have had a long
period of predominantly bad
news. "
The Vietnam war. increased
cr ime . youth rebell bns. peace
d e mon~tratbn s. all stra ined
relat ions ., every area of our
life. he said . and the reaction
.. goes batk to the ph il osophy
of ancient tim es : If the messenger br ings bad news . slay
the messenger."
If that. attitude prevail s
among th e peopl e. th en th e
govern m nt can step in w ithout much oppos it ion to curb
the PfI' SS through l r g i.~ l il tio n ,
close nr ws sOurces by adm inistrativc or judicial ac tion.
;md make inc re:lsl't! lI SI! of the
" tCIP sec ret" stamp . Athur
cont inu l'd.
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History has too many horrible examples of
the results of a government-controlled
press for us to allow that to happen.
"IIISTOHY HAS too many
horr ible examples of the results of a government-controlled press for us to allow
that to happen." Arthur said.
citing Nazi Germany as one.
In H itl er 's re ign som e 6.000.000
Jews were annih il atcd and yet
wh en the war ended few Germans adm itted to any knowledge o~ it - th ey didn't read
about it in the government
press.
Among other activiti es, the
NNC wul invest igate and report on attempts to curb the
news med ia . he sa id . In the
process. " we will try to educate the people. and make
clear to them that it is the
ppeople who suffer if the pr e~ s
is not free."
At th e same time. the NNC
will prov ide a forum for
groups and indiv iduals to air

Candidates to

the ir compla ints as to the acof fairness of news
presentatbn by press . radb or
telev ision.
~uracy

BECAUSE it would not be
feas ible to serve every local
cornmun ity in the nation . the
NNC will limit its hearings to
compl a ints about natbnal
news organizati ons . nationw ide wire serv ices. major supplementary wire scrv ices. daily news papers provid in g na.
tional w ire service, weekly
news rnagaz fill'S and the ma jor broadcas t networks.
That address is a lso headQuarters for Arthur whose career unti'! now has been on the
other side of the wai ling wal\.
liE HAD BEEN Look Magazine for nea rl y 26 years when
it · ceased publication in September, 1971. Prior to accept-

diSCUSS.

county social services
WIIITI"; PLAI NSThe Wes tchester Chapter of
the Nationa l Association of Social Worke rs has invited the
three ca nd i d ~t1 e s running for
county ex ~c ut i ve to express
their vi ev.poinlS on the future
of soci al ;crvicC's in th e county
at a forum
IlIdJy al 7: 30
p.m., at lht YM CA. !i15 North
St.
" After the C'lectiT the pub-

lic should not be able to say
' they didn't tell us because we
didn 't ask' ," said .Joseph P.
Murphy .Jr., chairman of the
fo ru m and a member of
NASW.
Th (~ IOl1Jm is sponsored by
NASW in conjuncti on with
Uni ted Way of West ches ter.
Ll'ga l Aid Society and Abbott
liouse .

_ _ ___._JIN

ing the NNC post, he was a
vice president of Hiii and
Knowlton , internationai public
relations and public affairs '
counseL
A graduate of the University
of Kentucky ill his native
state. Arthur began his journali sm career on the Louisville Courier-Journal, ieaving
in 1941 for service in the U.S.
Army. In World War II he
served with the Fourth Armoretl Divi sion, then became
chief vI the pr4ss bra nch ()f the
War Departmen t Bureau of
Public Helalions.
Disc harged as a lieutenant
colonel, Arth ur stnrted up the
Look Maga zine ladde r in 1946
on the Washington staff;
mvved to New York as senior
editor in 1949; beca me managing editor in 1953, and was
nilllled ed ilor in 1966.
$ rilE IS a vice pres ide-nt of
the N at ion a I Council of
Churches and of the Boa rd of

Nationul Missi ns of the Uni led Presbyle rian Church und is'
a memher of the National
Council of the Boy Scouts of
A m er i e a and the English
Spea king Uni on.
In
Mamaroneck Arthur
serves on the vill age Council
on the Arts and on the hoard
of the Mamaroneck Free Library . He is an elde r of the'
Larchmont Avenue Church.
He and hi s wife the foremr
Frances Young, also of Kentucky, li ve at 715 Blecker
Ave ., where they rea red two
SOil S , Will iam B. Arthu r ' .Jr.
now a reporter wi th th e Charlotte No rth Ca rOlina Observor,
and Richard II . Arthur, a
physica l therapy COlJ nselor
with Blythedal e Children'S
I\ ospita l in Val hall a.
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President's Hands-Olf Policy

Nixon Aide IDisow;;SI Ag~;;3 bfasts at
Former Vice President
Spiro Agnew was actually
just speaking as a private
citizen when he was crIticizing television broadcasting, the Nixon administration's top TV man s aid
here yesterday.
Clay Whitehead, director
of the White House Office of
Telecommunications Policy.
told a group of television
people that President Nixon's basic idea is - ~nd always has been - to keep
hands off the press, electronic and print.
"The administration's position is quite different from
the former vice president's," he told a luncheon
meeting of Ute local Nation-

al Academy of Television newal time if "the local
Arts and Sciences at the community brings in the
Jack Tar Hotel.
burden of proof . . . that the
And, he said, the adminis- station has not been serving
tration would like t) see the its needs."
Fed era 1 Communications
And Whitehead said the
Commission ease upon Nixon administration would
some o( its present Ot pro- like to see more lij{F and
posed regulations for TV
VHF channels opened up
and radio.
around the country to create
APPROACH
more competition and possiWhitehead said tile FCC bly one or more new nettakes Ute regulatury ap- works.
"If I read the First
proach that outlines what
stations must do - "in ef- Amendment properly," he
f e c t, programming from said, "the government does
not in any legal way control
Washington. "
The administration, h e the content of what is printsaid, would rather have few. ed or broadcast."
er regulations and then lift
Whitehead conceded the
the licenses of stations at re- recent move to force broad-

v

casting of sold-out home pro"Actually ," he- said, "I
fessional football games pre- came prepared with a lot Of
sented some problems to the Agnew jokes . . • and I'm
administration's hands-off still tempted . .. but I don't
philosophy.
think it's really proper at
this
time . "
"That's why we wanted to
do it through the antitrust
laws rather than directly act
Poland's Move
on the networks," he said.
Moscow
The former vice president,
Whitehead told the broadPoland yesterday suspendcasters, was perfectly within ed diplomatic relations with
his rights asking that news- Chile.
men investigating Ute case
against him in Baltimore be
asked to divulge the sources
of their information.
"But that was done under
the Bill of Rights," he said,
"and was not a First
Amendment matter."
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Bill Artbur's still got Louis.lJille
Frustrating. it was . Here was the articulate. distin-guishcd former edit0r (If Louk
magazine; a man with a roster (If journalistic awards and citations that would
stretch from his Broadway (lHice in New
York City across the street tu Lincl)in
Center: a P:lst president l,r the prClfessional journalistic s0\:iety. Sigm:l Delta Chi.
whose newest joh--executive direclClr nf
the National News COllncil-i~ perhaps
the toughest in journ:llism.
And what did he want ICl talk ahout'~
Louisville . And more Louisville.
William Dolling Arthur. \\ ho much
prefers 'Dill.' has a sheaf (li reminiscences
about his hometown . "\Iy memories in
Louisvillc. as a kid growing up. arc 4uite
distinct." he said recently. leaning hack
in an office so new the telephone still
hung temporarily frClm the ceiiing. .. I
was an avid hin'c!e ridcr and I e.' pIMed
the city. all the hlocks-the Portl:md
Canal. . Crescent Hill-there was a lot
of fun in that city."
And Louisville is where Dill Arthur
started in journalism as a pOl perho\' and
later a cub reporter for Thl' COllr;l.'rJournal.
". delivered The COl/rier and that
meant gelling up early." he laughed.
"Fortunately. I had a friend who liked
to play tennis. So we'd get up earlier
than usual to deli\er the paper so we
could go afterwards and play tennis in
Central Park."
For a boy who sometimes bicycled to
far-away Bardstown. the paper route was
often just a warmup for day-long excursions. "On Saturdays. frequently. my
buddy and J would get on our bikes and
go down to the river and get on the
Fromall F . COOlS." he said . That was a
ferryboat that operated between louisville and 1cffersonville. Wc 'd get oif and
ride Ollt in the country . exploring a different road each week."
More often than not, young Bill's bike
carried him downtown. where he was
fascinated by the construction sites and
the grand openings .
"Louis\'ille was a place where the
women shopping on Fourth Street wore
white eloves and thev had hats on." he
says. '~nd I remember the day Loew's
State Theatre opened, down ne<lr the
Rialto and Mary Anderson ... The! oJXning show was William H:lines in Excess
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and they had H ;ldcn Read at
the organ-the \Iighty Wurlitzer."
Arthur hiked down to the Locw's (now
the United Arti~ts ' Penthouse) to he f,r~t
in line the day it opened. Hc \\as ,c\ercly
disappointed when the ticket machine
in his line hroke down. and h.: was reduced to fourth or fifth . But Locw's
inside. he remembers. made up for it.
"It was a magnificent theatrc." he recalls. "with a c'Ciling like the sky with
mO\ing clouds and twinkling stars and
all that. And it became a favorite place
in Louisville for young JXop!.: to take!
their dates on a S<lturday night. to sing
along with Haden Read and the bouncing ball."
Arthur had a love for downtown <lnd
the bustle of its oJXnings-he remem~rs
being enchanted. as many wcre. bv such
varying e\'ents as the' dehut ~f the
luxurious Brown Hotel and the vastness
(If the Scars-Roebuck store when it
opened on Broadway-and he n.:ver iorgot it.
And when a magazine article some
vears <leo wrote of ";;'agnolia leaves failing on-the streets of - Louisville." and
intimated the town had seen its beller
days. he remembers his anger.
" The writer compared Louisville to a
sleepy southern town that wasn't going
BtI(?gCl(?l'.

anywhere, It wasn't true, It aroused a
lot of ire in Louisville at the time,"
Arthur says,
"Perhaps there were times when Louisville's businessmen didn't have the kind
of vision that really makes a city move,
as Atlanta had. BLlt 1 det.:cted that was
changing, that a new generation of business~e; was coming in, not tied so much
to the past as to the future. I saw signs
of a city moving."
His VISIon was confirmed a fcw
decades later in 1971, when as editor of
Look, he was invited to make an opentopic speech to a group of auvertisers. H.:
decideu to make Louisville the subject
and came back to his hometown. 'to the
city I knew best." for "a haru look ."
\Vhat he saw-:lnd what he has to say
about it-is revealing.
"I checked into the Brown Hotda place I'u never stayeu bc:fMe-anu
decided I woulun't let an\body know
I'd be there," he saiu. ":\nd then (
went through the Louisville I knew, \isiting all lhe -[,laces \\ here ('u li\'eu in the
city, talking \\ ith peorle anu ~o forth .
And of course, I founu th.: city in great
transition . ~Ian\" changes hau occurrt:u .
"Starting fro~ the 'Urown I saw the
trcmendl)U-~ tran~ition that hau taken
pla.:e-\·ast areas cleared by urban rrnewa!. the movc back towaru the river,
the almost IOtal transition of fourth
Street.
'I went hack to the home on Brook
Street where my granumother and grandfather lived. That 's now a rooming
house-rooms to let-:wu the living
room i~ now a bedroom. and the kitchen
is two kitchens, Uut that's the \\ay it
is, The city spread out, to the suburbs, as
so many cities did."
That clearly sauJeneJ him. "That visit
recalled many memories of a city I
loved ." he said.
"But the pattern is shifting now to
make the inner-city viable," he adJed .
"One of the things I was hoping \\oulJ
not happen-I don't know if it has or
not-was thai in huiluing a new louisville, they didn't destroy too much of
the old,
"We've gOl to keep that tie to the ·pa,1.
There were some magnificent builJings
down on ~Iain Street. for example, that
were being bullJoleJ out."
I tolJ him about the new Riverfront,
the new builJings springing up all O\'er
downtown, and the cflort under way to
rehahilitate old ~Iain Street as part of
Louisville's participation in Kentucky'S
bicentennial. AnJ he was fascinated .
Just as fascinated as I was with his report on his work as chief liaison man
and prohlem-solver for the i'\ationJI
News Council. One of his biggest jobs
will be talking to journalists anu the
public about the Council's function-to

scrutinIze (and hopefully improve) the
national media, to stUU\' its accuracy :U1J
repon 10 the public on it. and to prohe
thr~ats to freedom of the press,
)\[any of the Council'S hopes rest on
hi~ prestige as a nationally respecteu
journalist during a 25-ye<tr career \\ ith
Look-most of it spent as managing
editor and editor.
It's a big job he' s taken on, AnJ it',
even bigger when one consiJers the rt:·
action the idea of a national press (oundl Jrew \\ hen a task force of the pre,tigimls Twentieth Century Fund (incluuing The COllricr-Jo/frt/(// & LOlli.ITi/l£'
Tillles' Barry Bingh:Ull, Sr.) proposed it
nea rly a year ago,
\Iost newspapers-incluuing many nllt
affected by the Cllllncil~dilOriall\' attacked it. The S<'II" }'ork "fillies refllsed
to .p art.i ciPate. Onl~' '. Iig~lll~· more hopeful
W;I' the 'WJlt anLi sce :lttltuue 01 7 hI'
1\"01/ 5Ir(,<'1 JOllrl/(// :lnd i'\BC-TV.
:\rthur can't unucr,tanJ why the
Cllun(il 's subjecb-natilln,,1 hroadl· .. ,t ing. nt:\\ smagazine~, \\ ire ,~nice" anu
national new;;papas-are shy of the
prc,s council iJea .
"Being a journalist for JO ~e'Ir' my self. I ha\"e as lillie uesire tll hurt the
pr~'" a~ Joes Ahe /{,,'ellthal (rn,lna!!ing
cditllr of The St'II' J·or/.: limn)," he
sa~,. " Uut the po\\er IIf the pre" (;tOll'
to liS throuL!h the Fir,t .·\mcIIUIllCIlI.
\\ hich came io us thwugiJ the people ·
anJ the people ha\e the pO\\er to pull it
hack."
far from re,tricting tho,e fre~uom, .
:\rthur sa\·s, the iuca of the i'\"tion.1i
i'l"" Clluncil is tll urholu them. :\, .In
inucrl'nJent
hou~'
r~prc'cnting
hlllh
journ.liiqs anu thc publi.:, it h"lu~ no
c1uhs over anyone . e\eept for \\h"t
Arthur calls "sunshinc"-tbe light of
puhlicity,
"We woulJ hore thaI \\hen we arri\l'
at a finJing, we woulu gi\e it to thc
mt:dia and if the\" finu it ne\\s, they'u
print il. E\"t:rylhing \\c Jo is \\ithout
precedent in this country. It's n.:w. Our
recorJ of performance \\ ill Jeciue
\\hcther we go on."
Arthur notes that Great Oritain', prl'"
coun.:il-instituteu 2() years ago ulllid
cri~s of opposition from the meJia-is
now a \alu~d and r~spl'l·teu institution.
"\Iuch of the niti.:isill is to he eo;peeteu ." he sa~·s. "But tile press is going
10 finJ that we are inJeed \\orth ha\ ing
arollnJ. "
Gelling the Council starteJ is a JcmanJing job, to say the le<l,l. Just for
st~rtas , ,\rthur is planning an arlll 'slength list of speaking engagements
ranging from T\' talk SllO\\S tll an <LUdress at the \\"ashinglOn ]ournali,m
Center.
:\nd, knowing Bill Anhur, he just
might get in a line or t\\O about
Louisville,
l\IIKE \VI~[S

I
I
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A Free Press

Must Keep On
Selling Itself
Washington

~ -

_

~ F :,.,., ~ '4~
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OWNEN FLORIDA, the ~te Supreme Court has.,~
. upheld a compulsory publication law. In neigh!"·,;;I!
Donn~ AlabaI!1a, Governor Wallace has signed a bill
~ 0 bnng certam reporters under a new ethics act. Here
-ill Washington, the President is kicking the press
.around, and ol!t in the country a great many resentful
people are yelhng hurray, kick 'em again. It's time to
talk shop.

D

The American press is
in trouble. A part of this

trouble is perhaps the natural consequence of the
times we live in. The polls
indicate that American institutions generally are
caugh~ in a kind of bear
market of confidence. Everything is going down in
the public's esteem Congress, the courts, the
presidency, banking, law,
labor, industry - and the
press is not immune from
this trend toward disenhantment.
Ja mes J. Kilpatrick

We of the press do have
a special problem not
shared by other troubled institutions. It is a part of the
very nature of news that much of the news we report
is "bad news." This i,s news of crime, corrupti9n, and
incompetency in high office. We deal with such intractable issues as race, poverty, famine, and changing
morals, and there is always a tendency to blame the
mes engel' for the unhappy news he brings.
Yet many of our problems are of our own making.
We have left undone those things we ought to have
done, and we have done certain things we ought not to
have done; and our most regrettable failing, I submit,
is that we have failed to sell the American people on
{the nature and the value of a free press.

I

l

* * *

r IS mONIC: We are engaged in selling, through

our advertising columns and commercials; we are
engaged in the arts of explanation and adv.ocacy in our
news and editorial endeavors; but when it comes to the
one value we love and cherish most of all, we have
failed to sell the concept of press freedom and to explain how it works.
Thus we get that incredible 6-1 decision in Florida
upholding a forgotten state law of 1913; The act says
.that if a newspaper assails the personal character of
any candidate for office, or charges a candidate with
misfeasance "or otherwise attacks his official record,"
the newspaper "shall upon request of such candidate
immediately publish free of cost any reply he may
make thereto in as conspicuous a place and in the
same kind of type as the matter that called for such
reply."
To those of us who live by the press, the Florida
tu . so- flagrantly unconstitutlonal as not to merit argument. Yet if the proposition were put to public
referendum, it probably would win by a landslide.
What the press sees as pure disaster, many persons see as simple fairness. They do not understand
what is meant by the freedom to edit and publish, and
whose fault, I pray you, is that?

* * *

r IS STILL more difficult to explain why the new

Iappears
Alabama law is intolerable. On the surface, the act
to Ibe no more than a serving of the sauce for a

~

goose that is sauce for a gander.
_ Reporters and state legislators alike will be required to file certain statements with a State Ethics
Commission, disclosing their sources of income. Only
t hose reporters approved by this commission would receive press passes admitting them to committee meetings, pressrooms, and press conferences.
Here in Washington, press credentials are handled
110t by a governmental agency, but by committees of
correspondents themselv~s . There is a WJ¥ld of difference.
The"Alabama law smacks of the despotic licensing
laws of the Eighteenth Century. If the law were upheld - and doubtless popular opinion would uphold it
- the reporting of state news would come not from
reporters chosen by editors but from reportE;rs approved by politician . How do we explain why this is
wrong?

I

* * *

-T WAS OVID'S sound advice, laid down 2000 years
ago, that to be loved, one must first be lovable. We
.ought to ,keep it in mind.
If a free press is to survive, a free press must
incessantly sell itself. No one else, we may be certain,
1
will ever do the job for us.
Was!&ington Star·NewlI

,)

J

many newspapers have reached capacities
for reprinting on Sundays and food secti on days.
SaukefSon said advertisers have dollars
tn ~pend and ar'2 striving to direct attenGrand jury proceedings prior to indicttion to their products. With this in mind.
me nt s hould be out-of-bounds to new ~ men.
color ~ h()uld be one of the feature it ems in
"-es Gallagher. _-\s sociated Press pres ident
a ~ale 5 man's bag-newsprint shortage or
and general manager told the S:I n Franno ~hortage.
cisco Press Club Sep t ember 21.
'
.-\ t a point where there is vreat com"Deliberations of gr:lnd juries h:lve
petition for attention. R.O.P. ~()Ior and
been secret for sound re:J.Sons," he assertother forms of newspaper color are of
ed. "One is th:lt if crimi'nals knew th ey
grf'at importance to adverti sers. Sales men
m ight be indicted they would flee ..\nother
~hould realize this and get into the color
is that gr:lnd jllri e ~ in\'Cs tigate many
bu;;in ess with renewed vigor, Saukerson
matters and frequently decide no crime
alh·ised.
has been committed or th ere is in s utlici ent
The ideal way to push color campaig-ns
ey;dence to indict. The re:lsons for secrecy
is for local salesmen to take a color
are for the nrotcction of societ\· and indifJr (' ~ ('ntation with him . as do newspaper
vidual's righ·ts."
.
representatives when they call on a national prospect.
G:lllagher said journalis ts mu s t d istinguish between two differ ent typ es of stoColor use in classified advertising has
r ips : repor: ing gr:lnd jury c"nduct (tfte/'
e!lj uyed gai!ls in the Journal. esp ecially in
it has fllli s he d its d e libe rati ons; and re:llkertising layouts for used aut omobiles
and condominiums. Automohil e pages
porting ··um·erifi ed. perhaps f:ll se. accusaprove most etT!'ctive in one color :llId black
t io ns m:lde a g ainst a perso n in fr ont of a
;!s the Journ:ll discover ed when it sold 12
grand jury bdurc it h:ls h:ld :In opportuaJto dealers on u se of color in the sports
ni t y to we igh the :lcc usations and decide if
section. .-\ campaign W:lS run on a 20
there is evidence of a crime."
pages-20-weeks basis :lnd the .I nu rn:l! now
Gallagher pointed out that witnesses behas four dealers on a waiting list re:ldv to
fore a grand jury often are seeking imcolorfully tell buyers about their merchanmunity for them se h·es. and are sometimes
d ise.
prone to "implicate others I) s:lve their
own hides."
Since the Green Bay Packers football
team is so popubr :lmong :'Ililwaukee footIn the case of a leak from the prosecub:lll fandom (the P a ckers pIa\' some of
t io n Ih:lt is bound to become public. it
their games in :\Iih\'aukee st:l; Iium) the
should be handled :IS :lnv "doubtful
color motif is one color ::lnd bbck (either
story"; by cross-checking- the facts with
green or gold. the Packers ' colors ).
othe r sources and giving the :lccu sed a
Saukerson bclie\'Cs th ere should be little
chance to answer in the same story or
later.
waste. of newsprint in process ing color,
espeCially where mezzctint is in use, al"Unjustified secrecy, attempts to hide
though he admits that mu ltiple color usth ings the public has a right to know. and
age has a heavier "'aste factor because of
attempts to thwart crim e investigationsregister problems.
these put on the journ:lli ~ t the obligation
to dig out and report.
Another Saukerson opinion. supported
by consumer analysis stud ies. is that when
"Bu t the grand jury is something else
RO.P. color is run with h i-fi or Specta:lnd it seems to me that a grand jury
C.olcr the retention of the latt e r two is i should be left to complete its work."
high. ~ut when they are not seen together I,
•
.J
there IS very little d ifference in audience 'W
appeal.
Saukerson is high on a four-times-ayear Coupon Da ys insert which runs in
the Sent!nel (black and one color). There
are nothl1lg but ads in this section. Sauk.c rson said hou sewives wait for this secT he Federal Food and Drug Administlon, but he cautioned that it has to be retration plans to end soon its present polisold.
cy of issuing press releases e\'Cry t ime it
recalls a product that is found p otentia lly
dangerous to consumers.
_.\ii recall s will con tinue to be published
. A new French-langu a ge we ekly was
weekly in the agency's regular recall li s t,
I.lu~lched September 16 in :'IIontre::d.
sa id an FDA spokesman. ~ews r eleases
. 1 he tabl oid L'Enq iletcl!r will spec ialize
will no longer be automatic, although
In court stones, but "assiduouslv a \'oid
th ey will continue to be issued in most
dirt. ~ensationalism, and sex," a~cord i ng
cases, he s aid.
to publisher Jacques Payac. Pavac said
Releases will be om itted when the agen~'ach edition would summarize the mos t
cy believes the information can be disIlIt('r('~tlng cases for the week supnletribu ted more elTectiv e ly in oth er \\,ays.
11If'lItf'U by cartoons, features. hu'mor, ~nd
For example, if a faulty drug has been
r.oluillns on medic ine, hunting and !n':1esh ipped to only a few hospit:ll s. a general
ro lng)".
'
"'~
release probably wouldn't be iss ued. Each
I'a\'
.
f
•. ac IS a former editorial cartoonist
institution would be informed individualor Jloll/rcal Matin and form er president
ly, f or f C:lr of alarming potential Ui'crs of
of ;hl' ~Iontreal :'lIen's Press Club.
similar drugs that were not fault\'.
).1 ayac . Publicatinns is the publisher.
A consumer alh'oca te g;roup, the -Health
Istnr.ut~on will be h:lndled by Power
Research Group, called the change in poli:orp. which owns sever:ll napers includcy "irre~ponsible and indefen s ible," in
Ing .1.11 [·rcsse. La Pal1'ie: and ~Iontreal
that it might leave LlI1informed some per~I atm.
sons who need the information.

Gallagher calls for
grand jury secrecy
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,Defense Wins
1st
~TV' Trial
,OF ~ 'ct.J.t'?~
~

Q ••

, ~·june Muller

."

b·~ '

California's first entire vi:;. t~ at Emory
niversi~
_ _ dsotape triaLended late yes- La,wl: enter m-AtlanTa,ul!.,
terday when a . jury brought •
Temporary Clerk
in a .verdict on behalf of the
He had been sworn in as a
--d~fense in aill a?to accident temporary courlty clerk to i\----------------------~---I
~al after 40 mmutes of d7 take testimony for the tape
_ _liberations.
session. It was he who, after
The jury of four men and counsel stipulated that cereight women was. not polled tain portions should not be
_ _ by the attorneys. In a civil heard, stilled the sound.
case only nine votes are
Taillefer told the jurors
needed for either side.
that he will send them ques_ _ Tl\i,jnrws, who w:c~d tionnaires for their complete
testimony _on two te . '1ll1 reactions . to the two day
sets!:p.t lin hv thA N,,~~l . triaL
---,~ter for State Com;t.s as
It was stressed that the
an experiment for speeding average civil trial takes
E---- trials, were mostly favora- from three to four days and
ble in their reactions.
the longest' can somtimes
da Hendricks, 25, a drag out to four weeks.
c--- s
titute teacher, comThe Suit
~ ted:
T he $50,000 suit wa.s
• t least at home we can brought by Mrs. Lillian Lig__ g
up and walk around gons, a passenger in one
(while watching television) car, who sued George Honisbut here we couldn't."
ki of 836 Lisbon St., driver of
One Lack
the second car, for injuries
Most agreed that one thing suffered in an Oct. 10, 1971,
;.-- wall lacking _ the human el- collision at Divisadero' and
ement.
Fell Steets.
"It was an interesting exMrs. Liggons, an employe
,_ _ periment," sadd Bob Laba- in a Sears store in a Marin
die, 32, an engineer. "But County shopping center,~s
I'd like to see it progress en route to Travis Air Fo e
_ _ with the human element in- Base to join her Air FOl ce
troduced."
career husband in Toky
Mary Conlon, 27, a secreY{'rs. Liggons was re re~ tary, observed that "it gets sented by Lucius A. Cooper.
kind of draggy after a Honiski's attorney was Jose_ _ while."
ph W. Rogers Jr.
' Monitoring the four TV
in the courtroom of Ap/
_ _ p ate Justice Robert F.
K8 e, sitting pro tem, was~ /r----------------------------------cis J. Taillefer, a sys- - te s consultant for th~;(---------------------------------~~

~

· I\----------:-------------~---I

~

r---~--------------------.-

r---------------------~---- -

An Agency Head's
Unusual Move
~E

move toward loosening Federal Communicat ion s Commission control
over some aspects of TV
programming had not originated with the FCC. Even
White House Office of Telecommunications Pol icy director Clay T. Whitehead
had suggested - in 1971- a
change of license renewal
procedures to reduce Government participation in the
process.
.Since then, the White
House policy on such matters had shifted, but so had
the agency's. Last -week,
'chairman Dean Burch criti- cized his own commission's
failure " to produce a licensing and re-licensing policy
that makes sense" and suggeste"d ways to rectify what
he believed an untenable situation.
At present, Burch said, regulations prevented a broad- caster from framing programming policy with any
certainty of satisfying the
FCC. He labeled that ~' un
b rid led" administrative
powers and suggested as an
alternative that the agency
issue ~ set of performance
guidelines UJlder which stations applying for license renewal would have to prove
they had allotted specified
percentages of air time for
categories such as local pro-

gramming. cultural shows,
news and instructional features.
'Home Free'
" If an incumbent licensee

meets this substantial service test," Burch said, "he
should 0 n programming
grounds be home free" on
the matter of license rene\val.
The proposal was known
to have aroused the opposition of Whitehead and to
have generated an even split
among Burch's six fellow
commission
m e m b e r s.
Broadcasters
themselves ,
queried over the past sever-

'Government
should get out
01 the way'
al months via an FCC poll,
had expressed generally negative judgments on the
matter of guidelines.
Burch. nevertheless maintai·ned. his stance that Government, once the proposed
standards had been met
should " get out of the way':
of the process. Current stan.
dards would obtain, he said,
for areas such as financial
responsibility. and other
matters outside program,-.·
ming o

r--- - - - --- __..,..-__________

~~RESS OMBUDSMAN
.~

DESCRIBES WORK
Swedish Aide Act s on Behalf

, of People and Corporations
By MARTIN ARNOLD
"Of course, in Sweden the
poUs show that most people
don't believe all they read in
the papers, particularly the
afternoon papers," said Lennert
Groll, the Swedish press ombudsman, who is visiting in this
country for a mont h or so, holding 'semunars on press freedom
problems.
Still, he said, despite a cer The New York Times
tain cynicism on the part of
Lennert Groll
readers, press freedom is such _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
an accepted fact of life in Swe-'
den that t he Swedish Freedom the ombudsman. He was forof the Press Act not only grams merly a n ' assistant jus't!ce of
working journalists t he absa- ~he CO';lrt; of App~aJ s , wIth no
IUle right to pJlotect their news J ourn ahsti~ expene!1ce.
_
sources, bUl in fact makes it a The main complaI.nbs agam~t l
crime for journalists Ito reveal the press, he said, mvolv~ Ittheir sources_
belous statements made agamst
Working within this sort of individll:als, orgal1iz·atio,?-s and
tradition, Mr. Groll's job is not c?mpames, al,l-d comp~amts of
so much government-press prob- biased reportmg-.a fmld that
lems but more people-press Mr. Groll tries to avoid.
probiems.
All such complaints against
Sweden has 107 newspapers, the print m~?~a go to Mr .. Groll,
and Mr. Groll reads four or five who says, I m not trymg to
of them a day (his aides check censor the papers, so that what'
others), ever on the alert for!s called 'slaIl;ted" rep~rting is
stories and paragraphs i,n whicl1 IS n~t somethmg I get mto unsome citizen has received what less It really hurts someone."
Mr. Gwll considers to be shod- First, Mr. Groll tries to obdy treatment. He also acts on tain the ri~ht or rejoin,der from
behalf of groups of citizens and the off~ndmg p~b!lc~tlOn, ?r a
corporations., and he responds correctIOn. If tbls. IS Impossible,
to complaints fil ed against the an~ Mr. ~rol.1 believes the compress by those who are hurting pJall1ant IS nght, he pas s~s the
a fter their names . appear ill case to the press council . and
print.
acts as prosecutor before It. ·If
'V
LOb 1 0 . "
the press council dismisses the
. ery ! era lltlOlls
. complaint , the compilLinant can
It J.S all voluptary on ~he part go on his own to the co unci l.
of the press, SIn ce of the many Sometimes Mr. Groll, after
~ypes of ombudsman abo undi ng reading his four or five papers
In Sw.eden, the press ombud ~ - daily, is the comp1ainant .
man IS the only one . ~ho 15 If the press council rules
not a governme~t offICial. In against the newspaper or magshort, the estabhs~me n t of a azine, the publication is repress omb uds ~la~ I.n .1969 was quired to print that ruling,
an act of self-d lsclplme.
Sometimes the paper is fi ned
"Ne~pa,p ers 0 Sv.;-;de~ have by the council, with the fines
very liberal optIons, said Mr. ranging from 1 000 Swedish
Groll in an int erview last week. crowns (about $220) to 3 000
"There are libel laws, and pa- crowns.
'
pers can be sued for damages,
I
•
but they are very liberad laws."
Documents Are Public
A newspaper can defend itself, Since the establishment of
for instance, on the grounds Mr. Groll's office, complaints
that, a lthough its story was against the Swedish press have
not true, the publication had steadily increased, he said .
sufficient reason to believe it They now average about 400
was 'true and t hat there was a year, and about one - qu a~ter
great pub lic .i nterest involved of t hem are actually tried '.by
in makin g it public.
the counci1. . ,
.
In 1916 t he Swedish press Mr. Groll said that t he Swedsel lip a press council , com- ish system of self-discipline
posed of t he Publishers Asso- would not prevent Swedish
ciati on-which to this day Pll-Ys news papers from uncovering a
m os t of th e bills fo r 1he cou n- Watergate situa tion, and that
c il and the ombudsman - the in fact the laws of Sweden
Union of J ournali st s and the would make it impJer for such
National Press Club.
revelations to be made.
Libel Is Main Complaint
':I~ is a c,rime for a publiC'
off iCial t o give OUJt secret naAn eX!amp'~e o~ the r ules. that tional-security information," Mr.
-the press laid down for , ltself Groll declared. "But in Sweden,
ca.n ~e see~ in: the- handJll~g of in principle, all government
crIm.mal trials and p~hce re- documentlL, are open t o public
portmg: In the mam, the inspection, ana th,e press takes
names of suspected pe:rson5 or advantage of it. If a man IS
the n~m e s of persons sentenced denied a driver's license by t he
to pn son terms of less. t han police, he ill, for example, entwo yeai1s a'r e not published. titled 10 look at the police files
The press ombudsman's of- concerning his case. It's comfice was set up fo ur y ear~ ago, mon for· people to look at govWIth Mr. Groll, who Will be ernment planning documents
48 yearc; ('J'lcl nex t mo nVh, as and the lik "
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Guardian vs. Chronicle: A Progress Report
Ed. Note: We've gotten many inquiries on Bay Guardian
Co. et al vs. Chronicle Publishing Co. et ai, the 1970
lawsuit brought by The Guardian to break up San Fran·
cisco's newspaper monopoly. If successful, the suit
could eventually break up 21 similar monopolies in 21
other cities. It is considered by constitu tional attorneys
and press authorities as the most important newspaper/
freedom of the press case since Marshall Field's success·
ful court bdttle in the 1940s to force the Associated
Press to sell wire service material to his newspaper, PM.
Herewith, a progress report:

da~s

Two
after President Nixon Signed "the failing
newspaper" ac t int o law in 1970, the Guardian filed a
constitutional lawsuit in federal court in San Francisco
to invalidate the act and thereby break up the 1965
merge r between the Examiner and the Chronicle. After
two legal rulings and several delays, it is now moving
toward trial, probably within the next few months, be·
, fo re Chie f Judge Oliver Jo Carter.
Defendants are the Chronicle Publishing Co. and the
Hears t Corp oration, publishers of the Chronicle and the
Examiner; the San Francisco Newspaper Prin ting Co.,
the jOin tly-owned corporation that prints both papers
and sends the profits back to Chronicle and Hearst;
Charles Thieriot, president of Chronicle Publishing; and
Randol ph A . Hears t, chairman of the executive committee of the Hears t Corporation.
A complex mixture of antitrust and constitutional
law, the case challenges the "joint-operating agreement"
under which the Chronicle, the Examiner, and the Sunday Examiner and Chronicle have been published since
1965 . This was the deal that killed San Francisco's third
daily (the Hearst-owned News-Call Bulletin), gave the
Chronicle and Examiner exclusive control of the morning and afternoon markets, created The Sunday "Hermaphrodi te" and effected a complete economic merger
between the Chronicle and Examiner every day of the
week.
Un der the agreement , Chronicle and Hearst jointly
fix the ad and subscription rates for both papers, swear
they won't compete with each other in the San Francisco area and split all profits from both papers (daily as
well as Sunday) on a 50-50 basis.
As Judge Car te r has described it:
" ... Profi t s from all operat ion s are pooled and shar ed o n a
50/50 bas is. Th us the defenda nt pa pers h ave elim inated al l
competit io n between th e m and have achieved a monopol y
positio n i n ttle San Fran cisco dai ly n ews pa per m a rket , so th at
prof its are now qu ite substantial ."

In short, the deal creates a monopoly . It p roduces,
am ong other things, a high monthly home-delivery price
of $4.75 for the daily and Sunday Chronicle. as against

$4 in Los Angeles for the LA Times, a fa r better l1ewspaper. It also produces abou t the highest newspaper advertising rates in the country.
The Guardian claims the Chronicle/Exa mine r agree ment is illegal under the antitrust laws. Th at is what the
Supreme Court decided, in 1969, abou t the similar
agreement between the newspapers in T ucson , Ariz .
However, Chronicle and Hearst argue they are protected by the "failing newspaper" act , which was passed
by Congress in 1970- under fierce lobbying pressure
from Chronicle, Hearst and other big publishers with
similar monopolies-which they backed up with a virtual
nress blackout - to create a special an titrust exemption
for newspaper joint-operating agreemen ts.
In all, the exemption covers 44 ne wspapers in 22
cities (SI. Louis Post-Dispatch and Globe-Democ rat,
Pittsburgh Press and Post-Gazette, Miami Herald and
Daily News, Honolulu Advertiser and St ar-Bu lle tin, Salt
Lake City. Desert News and Tribune) and some of the
most powerful publishers in the busine ss (Hearst, Newhouse, Knight, the Mormon Church , Lee , Bloch and
Scripps-Howard, which owns UP!). If successful , the
Guardian suit would pave the way for breaking up all
22 join t.agency monopolies.
The Guardian says the act does not apply to the San
Francisco situation. This is because the agreement here
killed a third paper, the News-Call, and because, among
other reasons, neither of the two remaining papers was
"failing" in 1965.
But if the act does apply here, the Guardian claims,
it is unconstitutional. [t gives the existing dailies a monopoly and, among other things, allows them t6 rig
their a~ rates at an inflated monopoly level and thereby
gobble up the lion's share of local print advertising revenues, leaving little for competing newspape rs like the
Guardian. This violates the Guardian's first amendment
rights of free press.
By favoring the Examiner and Ch ronicle at the expense of the Guardian and other local publishers , it also
violates the Guardian's fifth amendmen t rights o f equal
protection. And, by depriving the San F rancisco public
of daily newspaper competi tion, it also infringes the
First Amendment rights of readers, adve rtisers and the
general public.
The Guardian is asking the court , if it wins the case,
to award it t ri ple damages under the an t itr~st laws and
to break up the Chronicle/Examiner monopoly and
force the two pape rs to compete with each other again.
In his first rulin g, in Feb rua ry , 1972 , Judge Carter
sustained The Guardian' s complaint against the defendants' motion to have it dismissed. (F o r lawyers, the

citation is 340 F. Supp. 76.) In his second ruling, in
June , 1972 (344 F. Supp. 1155) , the judge ruled that
the " failing newspaper" act is not unconstitutional
(even though " it may be that Congress could have adopted a less heavy-handed piece of legislation .. .") .
But Judge Carter said he doubted the act applies to
the San F rancisco situation , in view of the killing of the
News-Call. He said,
"There is noth i ng contained in the Act which would appear to
authorize the el im ination of a newspaper as part of a joint operat in g agreement. Indeed the whole tenor of the Act is the preservation of existing papers. It is a matter of evidence to be determined at triai whether the conduct of the defendants while
entering their joint operating agreement bars them from the protection of the Act. There Is nothing in the provisions of the Act
to lead the Court to believe that it contemplates or permits the
elimination of an established editorial voice."

If the " failing newspaper" act doesn't "authorize
the elimination of a newspaper as part of ajoint operating
agreement," it doesn't protect Chronicle imd Hearst, the
Guardian argues. Their deal then would almost certainly
be ruled illegal, under the Supreme Court's decision in
the Tucson case , and the court would order the break-tip
of San Francisco's newspaper monopoly.
Of course, The Guradian still also claims the act is
unconstitutional, and will argue this issue when the case
is appealed. Success on that issue would result in breaking up the newspaper monopolies not only in San Francisco, but in the other twenty-one cities as well.
The case is now heading for trial on all its issues, particularly the question whether the act applies in San
Francisco. It is now in the pretrial "discovery" stage.
Chronicle and Hearst have spent the past year resisting
The Guardian's demand for financial information and
other data, but on July 20, 1973, Judge Carter rejected
their last protest and ordered them to provide the information.
Judge Carter has referred the case to a U.S. Magistrate , David R. Urdan, to supervise the pretrial discovery
process.
The Guardian's legal team is headed by Stephen R.
Barnett, a Boalt Hall law professor, and includes San
Francisco attorneys Josef D. Cooper and Charles Cline
Moore . The defendants are represented by Cooper,
White & Cooper , the Chronicle's law firm, and Garret
McEnerney II , representing Hearst..

We need help' to pay the court costs of this
lawsuit. Contributions in any amount may be
sent to The Fund for a Free and Competitive
Press, c/o The Guardian, 1070 Bryant St., San
Francisco 94103. All contributions will be
acknowledged.

The Great Sex Ad Shuffle
losing the lawsuit which resulted from his publishing
the names of local undercover narcotics agents. He borrowed money and started his own offset printing plant,
but became overextended, the plant failed and Kunkin
had to sell controlling interest of the Free Press.

By George O'Nale

B

arb Offs those Ads," shouted the banner headline
as Berkeley Barb editor/publisher Max Scherr proclaimed
a new, clean-hands policy for his paper Sept. 3 in a principle-packed editorial on page one: "We will no longer
accept advertising which makes persons into objects. We
will no longer allow 'Fly me'-style ads." But it wasn't
that easy, and the Barb's oh-so-tentative first steps
toward purification, happening at the same time as LAFree Press founder Art Kunkin was being ousted in part
over the same issue, give a reminder of the power of raw
capitalism over countercultural, "underground" journals.
For the Barb, the big sex ad purge amounted to a
bit of cropping on the most explicit photos and deleting
a few phrases. "Timid steps has never been BARB's
way .. ." said the Scherr editorial; "we are making a sincere and determined effort to bring about this fundamental change overnight." So why were the changes so
minor? Just 1 days after his editorial hit the streets,
three days after h!s far-from-purged followup issue,
Scherr's tone was less trumpeting. "If you'll look at the
ads carefully," he told the Guardian, "you'll-see there's
a difference ... We didn't say wewere offing ads [the
language of the editorial, though, was 'Such ads will be
gone next week'] , we said we were going to get rid of
the type of graphics and language that had been in the
ads ... The editorial con ten t of the paper was never
compromised by running any of the ads."

°

Immediate speculation when Scherr made his first
dramatic announcement was that without all that adver tising. the Barb would surely fold. Now, it appears,
:eports of the death of those ads-and of the Barb-were
~rea tly exaggerated.
Down the coast. meanwhile, the internal changes are
'11.1 ch more substantial: the LA Free Press hasn't offed
bounty of sex ads-but at the end of July it took an-

other course, offing Art Kunkin, founder, editor and
former publisher of the nine-year-old paper. There had
been rumblings for months, especially when Kunkin announced, at an alternative press conference, that his paper would be dropping the sex/massage accounts; but
the final coup rose from much more than a sex ad dispute.
"Kunkin was fired,just to put it simply, for two
reasons," new Freep co-editor Chris Van Ness told me.
"The least important was that he was taking up a lot of
space with esoteric features which we felt did not deserve the amount of space he was giving them. But more
importantly he was having a lot of problems meeting
deadlines."
The Free Press, meanwhile, has found its own way
to cope with the hypocrisy of sex ads: it puts them in
a special pull-out classified section, complete with front
cover warning anybody who might be offended not to
peek inside, leaving essentially two newspapers-the sex
rag and the political journal. A neat, sweep-it-under-therug solution. "The rest of the paper will be pretty much
as it's been for the last few years," promises Van Ness.
Kunkin's firing, of course, had to do with a lot more
than "esoteric features" and missM deadlines. Once the
publisher, he lost financial con trol in July, 1971, after
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That set up the financial con'd itions which made the
firing possible. Kunkin's version is that the two majority stockholders, who bought the paper as an investment with little knowledge of him or the Freep's politics, became increasingly disenchanted with their prop~rty. "We had some policy meetings," Kunkin told me,
"and essentially they said this was a conservative period
and it's not the 1960s, and I'm too much living in the
1960s, and one shouldn't be too hard on the President
because there was nothing else to do but support the
President, right or wrong ... These guys, being middleage, with middle-class visions, San Diego people, had
no sense of an alternative community that W'as interested in this sort or.m~taphysics or these issues."
As for the sex ads, Kunkin argues that his regime
was attempting to clean things up, but now all stops will
be let out: "We were running sex ads, but we would
have staff meetings every week, and periodically the
staff would be upset and the salesmen would be told
don't do it, and don't do sex devices. There would be
purges, and then they'd come back again . But under
Boal and Partrick [the new owners] , they were trying
to maximize the bucks. When massage parlors started,
they just bent totally to it."
So, for the time, the status quo remains relatively .
unchanged at the Barb and the Free Press. And Kunkin,
on almost no notice, has already launched a new paper,
the LA Weekly News, which he promises to keep free
of sex ads-and which, he optimistically predicts, will
pick up droves of disenchanted Freep readers who "have
drifted away because they couldn't stand the incongruity between the editorial content and the massage parlor advertiSing.".
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